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An Open Letter To The Movement
(This month in addition to Dragon, we are circu-

lating this open letter. -We are trying to reach more
individuals and groups involved in progressive work.
We hope to form an analysis of where we stand. We
invite your response. If anyone wants more copies, let
us know — we want to see it distributed as widely as
possible. Thanks, friends.)

March, 1976
V/e organized as the Bay Area Besearch Collective nearly two years

ago. ?/e said in our statement of purpose, "We were aware that...armed
resistance to the ruling system had support and sympathy from raany
people, but that there was little organized support. We intended (and
have attempted) to help fill, that gap. We try to give a voice to pop-
ular support and constructive criticism of clandestine groups and
actions. We also try to build support by circulating information by
and about these organizations. We feel that by opening this dialogue
—too closed by hysteria, media distortions and lies—- we can be of
benefit to the aboveground and clandestine novements," While this is
no longer a thorough and accurate description of our purpose or
practice*, it is an aspect we now choose to address, self-oritically
and publicly. We must, to some extent, criticize ourselves for
"talking to ourselves" at least in some areas. It seems that the
great majority of our readers largely agree with us about the neces-
sity for armed struggle, here and now, to the successful development.
of the revolutionary movement. V/e receive some criticism which we
have attempted to consider, analyze and, when we think we should,
incorporate and/or print. ?/e receive analysis which we don't always
agree with. This we've also tried to consider and, when appropriate,

*0ur Y«>rk has broadened in some ways. A major change is that our
emphasis has come to include our locksd-down comrades. Prisoners
contribute to our work and make up a considerable part of our
readership.



print. However, we perceive a broader schism between,us along with
our supporter^ and a considerable portion of the rest of the revolu-
tionary community. We desire more data for understanding this gap
and our failure to bridge it. Our purpose, then, in preparing and
distributing this letter is to make another, this time somewhat con-
certed and we hope more successful, effort to reach our comrades —
particularly those working aboveground here in the Bay Area — who
are willing to become involved in rational, meaningful communications
and struggle over practical theory, strategy and tactics.

We assure you all that we are open to and desire criticism. We
want to gauge how widely-known we are to the rest of the movement.
What do you, our comrades, think of our history and work? How can we
improve? Are you aware that we are more than willing to consider and
print reasoned criticism, that exactly that practice has been one of
our organizational principles since our beginning? Do you see Dragon
as a possible forum (and a fairly far-reaching one) for your indiv-
idual or organizational views even though they may not. be concurrent
with what has developed as our "party line"? Naturally you are not
ignorant nor unopinionated concerning the underground in this
country. V/e are certain that many of you have reasoned and sensible
analysis and criticism. These we actively seek.

V/e dosire the development of principled struggle and theory based
in the reality of current history. We want to develop a knowledge of
how we and of how the underground fit into the broader revolutionary

movement. Armed with this knowledge, with intelligent feedback from
other perspectives, we feel we will more capably serve ourselves,
all of us, through viable revolutionary activity.

* * * * * * # * * » *

Along with any response please ikiform us of the following: whether
or not the response is intended for publication; if yes, whether or
not it is to be signed, addressed. For anyone not familiar with our
work, our publication, Dragon, is available at $5 or whatever you can
afford for a six-issue subscription. Other material also available.

=
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"We are cozy cuddly
armed and- dangerous
and we will
raze the fucking prisons
to the ground" —GJB

On January 23, 1976, three men at-

tempted to rob the Tukwiia branch of

the Pacific National Bank in Washing-

ton. She expropriation effort was

not successful. One man, Bruce Sei-

del was killed by the police while

trying to surrender. One man, John

Sherman was -wounded, and another,

3d Mead, was captured along with

Sherman,

She three men had all been invol-

ved in Washington political activity

for a number of years. Among other

things, they had worked in the V<ash-

ington State Prisoners Union. Sex-

del and Kead had worked on Sunf ighter,

an excellent, though sporadic, prison

oriented newspaper.

Immediately, Kead and Sherman made

an important decision: their comrade

had been murdered while trying to

surrender in order to avoid, injury

to all concerned, especially the em-

ployees and customers of the 'bank.

As revolutionaries they felt that it

was necessary to speak up about this,

even if it meant jeopardizing their

own. legal defense. In any case, they

intended to present a political de-

fense talking about the true thieves

in society and the right of oppressed

people to rebel,

The following statement was issued

by Mead and Sherman on January 26.

On the Death of Bruce

Our comrade Bruce is dead—murdered by police hoodlums as he was
trying to surrender. The purpose of this paper is to combat police
lies about his death so that his friends will know the truth.

What Happened
At 4:45 p.m. on January 23",r 1976, Bruce and two friends were in

the process" of expropriating 343,554.25 from the Tukwiia Branch of
the Pacific national Hank of VTashington. Police responded to a si-
lent alarm triggered by the manager when he dialed the "wrong" com-
bination to the safe. \Vhen the police arrived there were customers
employees and three suspects inside the bank. Everyone but the rob-
bers were on the floor.

Bruce, always conscious of the need to safeguard the well-being



of innocent people, gave the signal to surrender. He stepped out of
the sliding doors in the front of the bank and started to announce
our intention to surrender. As soon as he was exposed the police
opened fire. They did so without warning or provocation and in com-
plete disregard for the safety of workers inside the bank.

Police chief John Sheets subsequently told the media that police
"arrived at the bank to face a fusillade of gun shots from the men
in the bank." Police reports claim they killed Bruce in self-defense.
Ihis is an outright liel

Here is how the shooting started according to the statement given
to police by a seventeen year old high school student named Donald
J. Gorman, Jr. He says he was sitting in a car in the bank parking
lot waiting for his father and a friend who were inside the bank
cashing their pay checks: "I saw a aan in front of the sliding glass
doors. He was wearing a large orange coat or parka, ̂(J-Thls is the
poncho Bruce was wearing during the course of the robbery.) I then...
saw,..dectective Lathews2(-Joseph Leslie kathexvs, age 34, 14475
59th Ave. So. Tukwila, V/A. 96067) of the Tukv/ila Police,.. .with his
arms extended and gun pointed in the direction of the bank. I turned
toward the bank again. I heard one shot and saw the man in the or-
aage coat turn and grab his lower left buttock or around that area,
and re-entered the bank."J(3a!he autopsy report shows this ballet
entered Bruce's lower left back and did not leave his body.)

Gorman goes on to say he "then crouched .down" on the car seat.
"While I was laying there I he<_rd more shooting, probably five
shots..." Ke states he looked up and "saw more police cars and
looked again in the direction of the sliding glass doors. I then
saw another men in a grey wool ski mask*(̂ This was John Sherman).,,
help the guy in the orange coat."

Here is the same scene as described by the bank manager, Mark A.
Wallboia, in his written statement to police:

"...someone yelled 'Pigs' and I heard two shots fired at three
to five second intervals from outside the bank, (emphasis added)

"...Another-shot was fired, and I was splattered with blood and
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(Bruce) started screaming 'I'm hit, help, help, help, help—get H>e
an ambulance'...Numerous shots were then fired from inside the bank
and other shots were heard outside."^(^Tbe manager is mistaken in
saying we opened fire at this point. He was probably responding to
police pressure to give a statement reflecting as much as possible
their version of when shooting started from the inside.)

The shots came in waves, smashing into walls, counters and windows
inside the bank. John was hit in the face and blood was pouring
down the front of his shirt. He kept yelling that we surrender.
None of us were prepared for the sudden transition from the orderly
and controlled violence of the expropriation to the savage attack
by police. When surrender proved impossible we tried to escape
through what we thought might be a rear exit, but what turned out
to be a toilet.

» There was a lull in the fire entering the bank. Bruce was ser-
iously wounded and wanted medical assistance. He took advantage
of the momentary silence to make another attempt at surrender. At
the same time, the loudspeaker on a police car ordered us to come
our with our hands in the air. Bruce, who was nearest the glass
doors, shouted "don't shcot, we give up," Ke then cautiously step-
ped out from behind the counter. Patrolman Abbott"{̂ Robert W.
Abbott, age 22, 30529 54th So., Auburn, V/A. 96002) then shot Bruce
in the chest.'{7in his written report Abbot says Bruce stepped into
full view and shot at him. This was not the case.) This started
another wave of gunfire from police.

Attic-a, the massacre of the S.I.A, in Compton, and the recent
police murder of young Joe Herbert were suddenly very real. We
opened fire on police. Bruce got five shots off before he hit the
floor. Only after fire was being returned did the police stop-
shooting long enough to raake another surrender demand. Fire contin-
ued from inside until police stated they would guarantee our safety
if we threw our guns down*

John threw the shotgun he had never fired out a broken window.
The automatic pistol soon followed and we carefully gave ourselves
up, Bruce remained inside; the sound of blos-d gurgling in his lungs
was the only indication he was still living.0("He died before the
night was over,at the age of 26.) The sound of his breathing created
a feeling this writer will not soon forget. The surviving robbers
have been charged with Bruce's homicide,(this charge later dropped),
and multiple counts of first degree assault for trying to defend
ourselves from the police attack. Police lawlessness receives an-
other pat on the back—murder is rewarded!

Ed Head and John Sherman
January 26, 1976

On February 19, an inquest jury

held hearings on the circumstances

concerning Seidel's death. Mead and

Sherman testified, knowing that what

they said, could be used against them

in criminal prosecutions. The testi-

mony they gave was essentially cor-

roborated by the people referred to

in the January 26 statement. Even

the straight Seattle papers found the

pigs' version a bit hard to accept

without question, and pointed up a

number of inadequacies in the hand-

ling of the inquest. As the Post-

Intelligencer noted in an article (a-

round February 20), "Jury members.



permitted to ask questions in. the in-
formal and unstructured hearing.,
asked very few. fhey did not inquire
about, a Mead-Sherman statement that
aeidel was left-handed and couldn't
have fired with his right hand as
Mathews (one of the oops who shot
Seidel) testified." The sleepy jury
decided whatever the cops said was o-
kay — justifiable homicide'.

Meanwhile, the feds decided t.o im-
plement what has become a. standard-
tool of harrassment and oppression —-
the grand jury. Using the attempted
bank expropriation as an excuse to
try to intimidate progressive people
in the community, they subpeonaed
Jill Eray, Peter lippman and Mike
Wnitey. The circumstances are des-
cribed in a leaflet by the Seattle
Committee To Stop the. Grand Jury
(phone: MA2-5144). "Jill was subpo-
enaed in open court after giving her
name 'to an F.B.I, agent at the pre-
liminary hearing for the bank rob-
bery. Similarly, Peter was asked his
name while sitting in the hall at
Jill's first grand jury appearance.
Attorney Mike Whitney was handed a
subpoena while advising Jill's attor-
ney in that same hallway." The lesson
the feds are obviously, once again,
trying to "teach" people: if you're
progressive, you'll get your ass
nailed; if you support progressive
people, you111 still get it hailed,
and even if you're a lawyer trying to
defend a progressive person according
to the pigs' own laws, you'll get it

nailed anyway: As sisters and brot-
hers all across the country have done,
the three refused to collaborate with
the grand jury. Even Senator Kennedy.
e0rtainly no friend of revoltitionar-
iss, stated (from an article in the
Seattle limes, 3/27/76), "We hara
witnessed the birth of a new breed of
political animal — the kangaroo grand
Jury — spanned in a dark oorner of
tile Department of Justice, nourished
by an administration bent on ts?ist-
ing law enforcement to serve its own
political ends, a dangerous modern
form of star secret inquisition that
is trampling the rights of American
citizens from coast to coast."

On. the 10th of March, John Sher-
man was freed as hs was being taken
in custody from the Harborvie^ Medi-
cal center back to jail. The cop who
was guarding M-m was seriously wound-
ed when he failed to cooperate with
the man who was effecting Sherman's
escape.

Harrassmeat of Maad increased at
this points as the cops realised they



were dealing with a well-organized
group. Mead had made his political
perspective quite clear; as he stat-
ed in his efforts to prevent the
judge from appointing an attorney for
him, "There is no lawyer who can ade-
quately present the type of defense I
intend to. If there was such a law-
yer, he would've had to been in the
bank." (Seattle limes, 3/20/76)

At this point Mark COOK was tested
and charged with firing at the oops
from outside the bank during the rob-

THE rwxr MOKMM& IN PUCKBUSS...

bery. Cook had also been involved in
prison organizing in Washington, Oi,
March 27, events were put into great-
er perspective and clarity with the
the release of a communique by the
George Jackson Brigade. (See Dragon
#3 and #6 for previous communiques
from, and discussion of, the George
Jackson Brigade.) The Brigade had
previously claimed four bombings in
Washington.

Mead was quoted in a jailhouse in-
terview (Seattle Post-Intellingeaeer,
3/30/76) as crediting the Brigade
with two additional unclaimed bomb-
ings j the facoma offices of the TT&I
on August 5, 1976 and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs in Everett the follow-
ing day. He also stated that there
were other unclaimed actions. (It
should be noted that Ed has neither
claimed not denied that he is a mem-
ber of the Brigade. ) The communique
and an accompanying poem from the
Brigade follow:

Un March iOth. members of the George
Jaclr*oj; Brigade rescued our comrade John W.
Sherman from police custody. John had been
captured during our unsuccessful attempt to
expropriate $43.000.00 from the Tufcwila branch
of the Pscific National Bank of Washington. A
brutai attack by Tukwiia police and King
Coijnty sheriffs left our comrade Bruce SeideT
dead. Sherman .shot in the jaw, and Sherman
and comrade Fid Mead in custody. All other
Ktrtk'ipatittg units of the Brigade escaped after
tirinu c.n police from the rear in an attempt to
assist otir three comrades trapped in the bank.

: CAN BE no revolution without mon-
ey — lor weapons. explosives, survival, organ-
u'ing. printing. etc. The people are poor. We
will make the ruling class pay for its own
destruction bv expropriating our funds from

them and their banks.
We have so far identified the following tac-

tic;)! criticisms of the Tukwiia action: li We
were unprepared for the level of violence that
the pi^.s tvere willing to bnn.e down on us and
the innocent people i-i the 'bank. We should
S>ave hail better coin! at training. 2) We waited
too Ioi){: to open fire on the psgs. We should
have fired without hesitation on the first pig to
arrive. Failure to do this allowed the police to
murder our comrade while he was trying to
surrender, <m<i endangered everyone in She
bank. Si A silent alarm was tripped when we
removed all of the money from a teller's
drn-At-r. When the phone began' to ring to
aiitiu'nlii'Htc the alarm, our comrade.1' should
have <•;>!!? immediately with whatever liiey had
in then' hands. Instead, they stayed to cletn



out the >;>!<••. 4 » Our comrades across the street
should imp had more firepower than they
did. \Ve had an enormous tactical advantage
which we were ji£.ab!e to exploit because it

took so !ona to Bntrg the superior firepower
that we did have into action. 5) Our getaway
route was excellent. Comrades were able to
remain in the area, firing on the pigs until the
three comrades inside the bank were taken
into custody, and stiH get away, clean. Over
all, this action failed because \\e were not
prepared to meet police, terrorism with a suffi-
cient level of revolutionary violence.

IN TUK COtnSF. of the escape raid it
became necessary to shoot the police ulficer
guarding Sherman. We did not shoot oificer
Johnson in retaliation for Bruce's murder. In
fact , it was our intention to avoid shooting
him. He was shot because he failed to cooper-
ate as fully as possible wi th the comrade who
was assigned to him. One of the many lessons
we' learned from Tukwila is that we cannot
afford to give the police any slack when
confronting them. While we don'! partif'tarly
waul to shoot police, wi1 don't particularly care
either. We will shoot without hesitation any
police officer who endangers us. Also, we fu l ly
intend to get justice- for Bruce's murder, but
we prefer to relaliale against the murders
themselves: officers .Vbbot and Matthews.

Bruce saw himself as an inevitable product
of the mass movement. Years of struggle for
progressive change taught him that poor and
working people will not listen to communists
who are unwil l ing and unprepared to buck
their demands with revolut ionary violence.
Bruce understood the need !nr a movement
with real (net symbolici teeth, snd he set
about changing: th is unders tanding into a reali-
ty. Mis con t r ibu t ion to th i s process is beyond
measure. Had fie survived beyond his mid-
twent ies he would have changed iar more
than the shape of Northwest politics.

Bruce recognized and implemented the need
to expropriate banks as a means of furthering
specific political goals. He also understood the
possible risk of capture or death involved in
such an undertaking. Unlike so many of his
racist counterparts, Bruce did not believe the
lives of U.S. communists to be somehow rpore
precious than those of comrades throughout the
world who are f ight ing and dying in the inter-
national class war against imperialism.

THE DEATH of our comrade weighs like a
mountain on our shoulders.

We loved Bruce in life and we love him in
death. His passing leaves us with more than
grief and sorrow;' it has kindled a rage that
will not be abated until his killers and the class
they serve are destroyed along with the misery
and suffering they bring to all humani ty .

We are learning to avoid the self-appointed
left: to go directly to the people and io rely
on them for our strength. The people in our
community have made enormous sacrifices and
have given us shelter and sustenance and safe-
ty from the pigs. Because of this, the escape
raid is s complete success. The victory belongs
to the people.

We're also learning to rely on ourselves.
Using urban guerrilla ingenuity, members of
the George Jackson Brigade removed the
torsion arch bars from comrade Sherman's
mouth.

OUR COMRADE is free, the pigs have been
badly beaten and they're throwing a temper
tantrum. They are using their Grand Jury to
try to terrorize the people by issuing subpoe-
nas to numerous progressive people and haul-
ing them before their *t<sr chamber. Now they
have started taking hostages from among pro-
gressive above around fighters. Bui they wll!
soon learn thai the people don't terrorize so
easily. And they would do well So remember
that'what goes around — comes around.

We send our greetings and love to our
comrade Ed Mead still in custody and to ail
freedom fighters above ground, 'underground
and locked down. Take heart Ed, we miss you
and we continue fighting. Later,

We urge all progressive people in Seattle to
organize and fight the Grand Jury. Struggle
ftf correct politics. Don't talk to the FBI.
Don't testify. Don't collaborate. Support the
hostages.

CELEBRATE INTERNATION-
AL WOMEN'S DAY

CELEBRATE THE ROLE OF
WOMEN' IN STRUGGLE

Love and Struggle,
GEORGE JACKSON BRIGADE
March, 1976

In order to authenticate tins communique,
we are sending a bullet recently fired from a
gun used across the street from the bank to
The Post-Intelligencer {Seattle!. We are also
sending one of the torsion arch bars from
comrade Sherman's mouth to KZAM, a Beile-
vue radis station.



We're not all white and we're not all men
said a white male member
of our collective
to a liberal masked media man

Why struggle with
arms, tools, ooironle Q's?
dykss niggers cons
when, you could slip away with
left support action
or vague mass movement construction

I can love
I can slip into class, bitch privilege
love don't mean unity with another
privilege doesn't change alienation
fcoth mean slipping into darkness
alienation is masses of couples buying
coca cola and grapes at safeway
and owning own stereos t.v.'s and cribs

Just like slumlords pimps I,T,T.

organized us
We will dis organize
learn struggle and•skills
aove jaent action new ways

Hot the vague vanguard
We are a collection
of oppressed people turning
inside out with action
this united few breaks
barriers of
race class sex
workers and lumpen
all going together
combatting dull sameness
corporations, government
and the established rule of
straight white cocks

I cannot be one
acting alone with EJ
little toe outside the line
its bsth feet
whole body
ain't no turning back now
no more mass meetings stale mating

action

Loving learning laboring
with a few comrade^
oh won't you harbor me?
joining you sistah brother
is freedom, Sue, Assata
George, Jill, Martin
new family being sane
email, not like Charlie's
leader ship

We are cozy cuddly
armed and dangerous
and we will
raze the fucking prisocs.
to the ground /SEORftB JTACKSON
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rial of fid lead ha,a begun,

addition to the basic political
defense of the right, of oppressed
people to seiae the means for ending
•fchair own oppression, Mead is plan-
ning to use a defense similar to the
one ussd successfully u3ed by Joe Re-
aiiro in his recent trial in Los Ange-
2 38 — namely that it is perfectly
reasonable for people, especially
tlicse who have been involved in poli-
ties f to assume that s, cop who draws
a gun on you intends to kill you
whether or- not tliore is, in fact? any
cause.

BARC considers the events surround-
Ing the Tuiwila tank robbery attempt-,
Bruce Seidel's death inquest, the
freeing of John Sherman, the George
Jackson Brigade communique and Ed

Mead's trial an important sequence
of events. The freeing of a comrade
is a truly exemplary act, one to in-
spire sisters and brothers engaged in
all struggle everywhere. We consi-
der the communique well—written with
good analysis: however, we think
that it was a mistake to give the
cops information that they may well
aot have had (or at least weren't
sure about), especially regarding
what and who involved in the action
was outside the bank at the time.
Also, the point about receiving shel-
ter from people in the community
could have been stated in general
political terms as an expansion of
the first part of that paragraph.

political point could hs.vs >>son.
s without giving the pigs anstJiir

pretest to hide behxud for their
Tssipiag on the people through grand'
juries, raids,otc.

Wa believe the ability of the Bri-
gade to liberate Sherman so soon after
tixrea comrades were put ouu of eom~
misioa demonstrates bcth the dedica~
tion of the Brigade sncl a depth of
organization and support. (Jivsa 'iiie
intense publicity thasa events have
i»eoeived in the Seattle area, we real-
izg the difficulties involved in main-
taining perspective. In this regard,
we suggest that the Brigade read the
aoinaents on the experisnces of the
SLA by Little, Remiro and the Harris3
In the April 16 issue ox New limes
magazine, (We hops to reprint the
article in the next issue of Dragon.)

Lastly, wa consider the trial of
Ed Meaa important, and believe he
should be given wide support and the
politics raised in his case wide pub-
licity. As best wa oan tell, there
has been a total media blackout on
the whole situation outside of Wash-
ington, We had had been totally un-
aware of what was going on until we
heard from Ed a couple weeks ago.

B.A.R.C.
(His address is Edward Eead, King Co.
Jail, 516 Third Ave., Seattle, WA.

98104).

After
Brigade re
from Ed Me
follows th
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rades in strugĝ
struct ive work,
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After having the entire section on the George

Brigade ready to print, we received the following letter
from Ed Mead. Bruce Sei.del's article to which Ed refers
follows the. letter.

(•((•lfW®ll»ll«fl*8»BifBWW*B*B*H*8*̂ ŴB<̂ W«*ffl>fl»INIIt*ll»)*tl4»fl*ll*!M»»*«»a*a!W*

My initial reluctance to admit publicly sy membership in the G.J.B,
waa baaed on the absence of any need to do sos I have since announced my
self as part of the Brigade,, It may seem odd to you who ere out of touch
with the situation here, but there was little need for a public statemen
-as everyone loamy or had a good idea of who and what I am. So, I just con-
firmed what the ?.B,I. already suspected,

is to the bombings of the Everett B.I.A. office and. the Tacoms WSL
office, I oan tell .you this much. Shay were done in response to P.B.I.
terrorism at Pine jRIdge and Rosebud Indian reservations, and in support
of a 100 mile march of protest (from Olyapia to Portland) ovar fedef-al
treatment of Hative Americans, The Brigade did not claim the actions be-
cause folks wanted to focus attention on the plight of Indians rather
than trying to push our "credits" or "score"*

Using perjured testimony from pigs at a preceding that waa more lilre
a circus than a trial, I was convicted of two counts of first degz<ee as-
sault for shooting at pigse She cottrt would not permit me to argue self-
dafease and in effect instructed the jury to find me guilty* Sentencing
021 state charges is scheduled for April 26th9 I laugh in their face.,

She federal trial is scheduled to start this month also, but we are
trying to get a continuance. If successful this will be a major trial in
tarsus of political impact. 'We will keep you informed of developments*

The Bruce article was not what 1 was looking for in response to the
W.U.O.'s S.I.A. statement. I had written an article entitled Is ghe
Weather jRight _Por War, and the Brigade had written a really fine docu-
ment on the same general subject. But I guess the Brigade is withholding
taeir publication?

2hat's about.all I can think of to say for now. Give my leva to com-
rades in struggle, inside and out. 1*21 feelin1 good, doing lots of con-
structive work, and am optimistic about the future*

Hugs & Msses,
love V-/V-7*

Ed
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n-lie-following is an unfinished draft of a statement begun, by Bruce
S@ici.el before he was killed in the Tukwila bank robbery attempt in Jan-
uary. It was our understanding that this was -to be considered a prelim-
inary position of the George Jackson Brigade —one whose completion
bad been temporarily delayed by Bruce's death and the subsequent events.
Id Mead's letter which precede's this indicate's that for the moment,
we should not assume this to be an "official" Brigade position. We hope
our comrades up north will clarify the situation for us. The statement

is printed exactly as we saw it, -a * t> H•D*A*Jtt«w*

ON THE WEATHER UKOERGROUND, CLASS STRUGGLE,

AND ARMED STRUGGLE

There will be a special page in
the book of life for the men
(women) who have crawled back
from the grave. This page will
tell of bitter defeat, ruin,
passivity, and subjection in
one breath? and in the next over-
whelming victory and fufilment.
So take care cf yourself and
hold on.

George Jackson

For many years, thru both our
words and deeds, ws have consciously
supported and respected the example
set by the Weather Underground Orga-
nization. After collectively read-
ing and discussing Weather's last
two articles, Politics in Command and.
Armed Struggle and the SLA, we found
points which we wholeheartedly agree,
points which we disagree, and we
have many questions and contradictions
that we wish to address.

fo begin, we certainly agree that
"the only path to the final defeat of
imperialism and the building of socia-
lism is revolutionary war*" And we

wholeheartedly agree that revolutio-
nary war is a class war which is "com-
plex and ongoing" as Martin Sostre
wrote; that it includes mass struggle
and clandestine struggle, peaceful,
and violent, political, economic, cul-
tural, and military, where all forms
are developed "harmoniously around '
the axis of armed struggle."

We, ourselves, are a product of
this complex and ongoing struggle. We
are a product of various cultures,
neighborhoods, 'fronts' and forms of
struggle. We have lived and worked
among the people in this country and
in the Northwest in particular. We
have learned and experienced, articu-
lated and directed, the issues, grie-
vances and rage that eat away our-
selves and all oppressed peoples. Like
moat, our practice has varied from
leafleting, boycotting, participating
in strikes, bombing and co-ordinated
guerilla attacks...whatever the situ-
ation called for.

Prom all
what the Weat
affirmed, the
Chi Hinh, "A
tics is like
useless and d
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is the lesson
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Prom all this we have learned

what the Weather Underground has re-
affirmed, the important lesson of Ho
Chi Hinh, "A military without poli-
tics is like a tree without roots—
useless and dangerous." This is Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Mao Ise 2?ung. It
is the lesson of Cabral, who very con-
sciously distinguished between mili-
tarists and armed militants. And it
is the lesson of George Jackson who
taught his fellow prisoners that it
is not.enough to be fearless warriorsj
rather, we mus^ become organizers,
educators and revolutionarys. And, of
course putting politics in command is
the opposite dictum the U.S. military
and police forces teach their eold-
iers and recruits.

?or us, in the George Jackson
Brigade, we understand politics in
command to mean something different
than just paying lipservice to strug-
gles of oppressed peoples, writing
radical and/or Marxist essays, or
even placing pipe bombs in a shit-
• house ad joining the local EBI office.
For us, Politics in Command means un-
derstanding that continual struggle
and contradictions exist on three
fronts; internal, among friends, and
against the enemy. And, being revo-
lutionary means critically and se3f
critically analyzing these contradi
tions, resolving them and transform
the resolution into unity and strength
In essence, it means honesty of pur-,
pose, change and growth.

Internally and collectively sex-
ism,, impatience, and individualisn rt
main our prime contradictions. Our
contradictions among our friends pri-
marily stem from our not achieving
self-reliance sooner. Consequently,
re have bickered and quarreled with
friends over resources and support.
Unlike stated in Armed Struggle and
the SLA, we do not and have not in
the past, "evaluated other forces pri-
marily by their support for armed
struggle." And it haa not .been our
practice to "ridicule the process of
developing political analysis and or-
ganization. „," We do, however, eva-
luate "other forces"; specifically
the local Prairie Fire group, the
now defunct Seattle Liberation Coali-
tion and their false leaders __,_ _:T

__, from their committment to ser-
ving the people and their pronounce-
ments on supporting armed struggle.
Our judgements are based on honestyj
on the gap or lack of gap between
their words and deeds. In more than
one situation, we were told or led to
Iselieve that we had support but when
we arrived with a communique or re-
source needs for ourselves; or last
winter for Indian brothers on the runs.
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we found aany old doors locked tight.
While some new ones opened up, alii in
P.]] we releamed to go directly to
the people and to rely on the people.

Our key error in fighting the
eaemy-an age old error- has been in
cot clearly identifying and isolating
the ruling class from behind the many
classes of people, laws, and gimmicks

zers and deepens their ties with the
people..." And, Lenin sucsss.fully
built and sustained a party of'pro-
fessional revolut ionaries... capable
of leading the whole fight of the
people." During the same time, Lenin
was in Surope, an old woman travel-
ed from strike to strike, from mining
camps to mills to sweat shops all

where he hides. Last September we un- thru the cities and countryside of
derstood and wrote, "that our attacks
must be discriminate and both serve
and educate the every day person."
But| we wrongly planted a bomb inside
Safeway located in a poor neighbor-
hood. On Kew Years eve we took two
bombs to Safeway's main offices for
the Seattle area in the very white
suburbs of Bellevue; and simultane-

( ously in solidarity with a long and
progressive city workers strike, we
destroyed the main power source for
Seattle's very rich Laurelhurst
neighborhood. On Kew Years eve our
attack was "specific, comprehensible..

imerika. Mother Jones exemplified
what LeDuan must have said many times
•organize, organize, organize.1

So we wholeheartedly agree with
the Weather Underground on the need
for organization and the future goal.
of building a party to lead, direct,
Ifcsm and be accountable to working
people and all oppressed peoples. And
•we too, "would disagree with those who
ôuld have armed struggle wait for
the creation of a leading proletariat
party." For as Cabral said and Attica,
McCalester and San Quentin taught ua.
"there is always armed struggle."

and humane"; to quote the local media, "...any serious organizing of
"it was well planned and bloodless."

In 1848, with all of Europe in
turmoil and on the verge of re-rolu-
tion, Harz and Engels published the
Communist Manifesto not as a theo-
retical treatise, but as a working
paper. It reflects organization, a
program, and a solution. And, as we
all know, Lenin spent his entire life
teaching the need for an organization
"which spans periods of great activity
and uprising, draws lessons and cor-
rects errors...which recruits organi-

psople must carry with it, from
the start, a potential threat of
revolutionary violence—after
all the 'stakes are high"'

George Jackson

LOVB&STHUGGLS Bruce
unfinished draft... Jan. 1976
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MORE FEEDBACK ON WEATHER

I would like to focus on
the Weather comrades position concerning the "foco-motion" as they see it
in their works; "Politics in Command" and "Armed Struggle & the SLA."

When criticizing theoretical principles designed to develop our
means for producing. Revolution, v/e must apporach the problem in a certain
manner. Pirst of all, we must clearly investigate and analyze the dialec-
tical focus at play with each other either uniting, or dividing our actions.
Then we must fully understand what resources v/e have at hand and simply
define their function. After this has been achieved, then the conditions
will dictate our actions. Thus, our methods should complement the neces-
sity.

If this and other guiding principles are internalized, then we see
that a principle is not an absolute—rather it must be well structured
with alternatives that will change with the conditions and adapt to them.
If we then see failure in the network, it is not due to the theory, but in
the practice of the theory, the subjectives were not handled properly,
therefore giving rise to the objectives not being accomplished. This usu-
ally comes about because more often times than not, our leaders sometimes
isolate the part fron the whole, which is a destructive shortcoming, lake
this and draw an analogy to the foco theory that the WUO attacked bru-
tally.

Dialectical materialism teaches that things develop from an insigni-
ficant, imperceptible qualitative change, to an open fundamental Qualita-
tive and abrupt leap. A quantity of small victories turn into great suc-
cesses, She foco-theory is much more than a strategy for revolution, it
is also an "e'thical philosophy." In John Gerassi's "the Coming of the
New International" he states... ."the foco may still well be the best tac-
tic to mount the motor. But it needs a long period of preparation, inten-
sive organizational work to set up an efficient, reliable machinery which
will not only generate 'the atmosphere for armed struggle by focos, but will
also guarantee their logistics, communication, and propaganda network."
Understanding this, we cose to the logical conclusion that by its very
nature, the foco-theory, applying the laws of dialectics is protracted.
Regarding the errors and faults of the SLA; the fault was not with the foco
but with its application, I agree with the Leninist principle of party
building. "Without a revolutionary party, there can be no revolutionary
movement." But at this stage, there is no vanguard party: we are trying
to develop revolutionary theory that corresponds to the conditions, which



means, we must engage in practice. Comrade Mao once said, once we have

the correct line, we can accomplish everything.

War against fascism theory.

If we view the U.S. as part of a vast empire rather than existing in

isolation, it is false to claim that fascism has not yet struck in Ameri-

kka. If we accept the scientific definition of fascism as being, "the open

terroristic dictatorship of the most reactionary elements of monopoly capi-

talism," then we see that fascism is indeed the most characteristic mode of

control within -the empire. It is dominant in the neo-colonies. It is

also used to control elements of the population, especially Blacks, Chi-

canos, Puerto Ricans, and Native Americans. She reason that raost Ameri-

cans, including both organized workers and the ?/hite radical left, do not

really recognize the presence of fascism is that openly fascist methods

are not yet generally used against them. Arid this is because they do not

as yet constitute a real threat to the continued rule of capital. In Ger-

many, between 1935 and the total collapse of the Nazi regime, large ele-

ments of the German population prospered, and as a consequence remained

oblivious to the most oppressive aspects of the system. In fact, as the

reich expanded, life became increasingly comfortable for a large pro-

portion of Germans, not only in terms of a higher standard of living,

but also through the certainty of their own superiority, just over the

Jews, then over the effete and "culturally inferior" Western Europeans,

finally over the "genetically inferior" Slavs, In 1943 it would have

been hard to convince most Europeans that German fascism did not exist,

just because some Germans did not suffer under it. Soday, it might- be

equally futile to try to persuade a Chilean, that U.S. fascism is not yet

e reality merely because most white folks are unaware of its existence.

"Jfeseism was the product of class struggle. It is an obvious ex-

tension of capitalism, a higher form of the old struggle-capitalism ver-

sus socialism. I think our failure to clearly isolate and define it may

have something to do with our insistence on a full definition — in other

words, looking for exactly identical symptoms from nation to nation. We

have been consistently mislead by fascism's nationalistic trappings. We

have failed to understand its basically international character. In fact,

it has followed international socialism all around the globe, One of the

most definate characteristics of fascism is its international quality."

{Comrade George) Your comrade ~in~armr * 34

Phillip Tucker J?* ,
STTEli-ACOOM WA
'



Comments
OPEN LETTER TO OUR COMRADES IN

wmther
The Central Command urges all
comrades to read the analysis
and criticism offered by Ken
Como that is mentioned in the
Open Letter. It was reprinted
in issue * 7 of the Dragon and
is available from the Bay Area
Researcn Collective, Subscript
ions to the Dragon cost $5,00
for 6 months, Send cash to
BARC at box 4344, Berkeley,
94704 and indicate that you
want your subscription to begin
with Dragon * 7,

Salud to brother Ken Como for
an excellent analysis and cri-
ticism. Folsorn Prison only
imprisons your body, your
thoughts are a very powerful
force and they are free.

We' love you comrades because
we are waging the same just .
struggle, because you aren't
arrogant, because you are de-
termined/because you've waged
a determined struggle to break
your class under pressure from
enemy forces. We salute you
comrades and embrace you with
revolutionary love.

We address several issues here
in order to further revolutionary
dialogue, which is essential,
and to exchange what we have
learned and can pass on to fur-
ther our struggle for a just order.

We agree with Ken Como's prin-
cipled comradely criticism in
Dragon #7 concerning the WUO.
We feel his point on choice of
wording was especially impor-
tant. Illiteracy and semi-lit-
eracy are high in this country
but especially high for poor/
working people, therefore com-
muniques should be written in
the language that poor/working
people speak, accenting com-
mon bonds.

The ruling class media has been
successful in programming Amer-
ican people against words such
as communism, dictatorship of
the proletariat, the masses,
Marxist.. .Most Americans still
react very strongly against
these words but not against the
ideas behind these words. At
this time we must choose other
words to describe these same
concepts.
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:t is always good when comrades
suggest actions that many people
can do and offer suggestions on
how co do them0 Many people
want to know what to do to aid
or begin armed struggle. A tac-
tic we found successful was the
plugging of parking meters in
S.F. It was an act that many
people engaged, in, it added a
great deal of pressure, and it
showed ways of uniting, and the
power of the people getting uni-
ted.

We feel we can most effectively
struggle against this beast by
first relating to poor peoples'
needs here in this country, then
moving outward. Our struggle
OTOWS inward to outward-this is
the most effective process. We
can and must stop ten Bach Mais
by first uniting around and cor-
recting health care here at home.
Similarly, to get support from
hungry people here for hungry
people elsewhere, we must first
give the hungry here food, to eat
and food for thought (theory).
They are well-educated to the
pains and effects of hunger.
This way we unchain determined

the beast.

Central Command of the New
World Liberation Front requests
financial support for our four SLA
comrades through your film f uncl-
es little money could make a big
difference,

Also a very important case is that
r,£ Gary Tyler (Death Row C-127,
Angola, LA, 70712) who is 17 and
h?.s been sentenced to death this

May. He needs our support be-
fore these bloodsuckers butcher
another young comrade.

Religion/church should not be
attacked, although religion is
the opiate of the masses. Poor/
working peoples' churches many
times provide the basic securi-
ties this blood-sucking order
denies us. The people united
under one church or another have
helped each other through many
emergencies and crises, provid-
ing food, shelter, clothing, mon-
ey and friendship. This contra-
diction will be resolved as the
peoples' needs come to be met
cy a new order.
Feminism is an important aspect
of the revolution only so far as
it relates to socialist feminism.
Radical feminism can be, but is
not necessarily, a stepping stone-
to socialist feminism.
To determine the position femi-
nism plays in the overall struggle,
we must see the importance it
plays in the lives of poor/work-

'ing people (the masses). Clear-
ly it is secondary to our need for
decent safe housing, health care,
employment and adequate food.

Radical feminists have exagger-
ated the importance of feminism.
These radical feminists, most
always from more educated, more
privileged class backgrounds,
should be encouraged to study
revolutionary theory so they will
see the necessity of aligning
themselves with poor/working
peoples' needs and struggle.
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They must stop feeling they have
to educate poor women to our
oppression as women and start
listening and learning from both
poor women and men.

Our struggle is a class struggle
and ail issues should be analyzed
along class lines. It is a strug-
gle to break class background
and we are all struggling to do
this to varying degrees „ People
from middle and upper class back-
grounds cannot do this alone or
only with others from their same
class. It takes & different set
of. eyes and a different class
background (poor) coupled with
principled theory to help examine
and direct how to objectively
find the way out of certain class
behavior.

This leadership in study groups
is as vital as the books' being
studied! Middle/upper class
study groups will only reach a
certain degree of unity, clarity
and reasoning behind their ac-
tions unless they listen to and
are guided by this leadership,
We call on all people struggling
for a just order that this applies
to, to examine this carefully!

Certain well-meaning people
have made statements reflecting
an incorrect attitude toward
snitches, in particular, Patty.
Snitches are extremely harmful
to the revolution. They cause
many brave, determined comrades
to end up in ruling class dungeons
or butchered by these dogs i
Snitches must be dealt with most
severely! This has been the

stance of ail jus t , winning revo-
lutions and we must see the ne-
cessity behind taking this stance
ourselves. We must hate snitches
and remove all traces of pity,
Toward a strong, snitch-free base!

Everyday the WUO evades the en-
emy forces is another thcrr; in the
ruling class parasite's side. You
are helping to break the bullshit
image (that many people are go-
ing for) that the enemy is ail pow-
erful and can reach out and swoop
you up any time they feel like it.
You have shown there are ways
to combat these parasites and to
change this decadent-dog-eat-
dog order. We encourage you to
spread this valuable Information!
B.3 vigilent to stay cook in! Unity
in struggle and through -struggle.

Hasta la Victoria, slempre!
CENTRAL CQW1AA/0 N.WLfT

" G A inf TY~L~E"V

Along with the open letter to
Weather, we received the in-
formation below on Gary Tyler.

They ask that all persons come
to the aid of brother Gary on an
emergency priority. Write let-
ters to officials, to the media,
to Gary. Talk to your friends
and comrades, and send money.
Expose what's going down and
bring pressure to bear in every
possible way.



"He needs our support before
these bloodsuckers butcher
another young comrade."

P I R - I / N W L F

On October 7, 1974, I was arrested
and charged with fatally shooting a white
youth. This white youth was one of many
who were throwing bricks, stones and
bottles at the bus I was riding.

These racist attacks by white youths
and adults had been going on for weeks.
The authorities did nothing to stop these
brutal attacks, and many Black children
were harmed and feared for their lives.

So, when I was arrested and charged
with this murder that I did not commit,
everyone involved in the stoning of the
school bus should have been arrested as
accessories to the crime, it was they who
were at fault for whatever happened that
day. That includes the authorities, since
they did nothing to stop the attacks. What
happened was caused by those who were
attacking the school buses, and those who
permitted these attacks.

Now look at the present situation in
Boston. Every day Black children are
attacked in some form as they ride school
buses, and their lives are in constant
danger. Yet no one, North or South or
even in Washington, is trying to put an
end to these brutal attacks.

In Destrehan, Louisiana, we faced the
same violence on our school buses.

On November 14, 1975, I was found
guilty of first degree murder by an
all-white jury and sentenced to die in the
electric chair. It is a known fact that no
Black can get a fair trial from an all-white
jury, especially in the South.

There is no doubt that these white
jurors were hi sympathy with the parents
of the slain youth. We can even speculate

20-
that some of the jurors must be" friends of
the slain youth's family since they all live
in the same small towns in St. Charles
Parish, Louisiana. What kind of justice
could I get from such a jury? Only
injustice.

On December 15, I was secretly trans-
ferred to the Louisiana State Penitentiary
and placed on Death Row! I am sched-
uled to be executed on May 5. My case is
an important one considering all the
trouble that is going on with busing to
achieve school desegregation.

Let us not let a Black youth die in the
electric chair or spend the rest of his life
behind bars because of some .sick people's
hatred and racism. Because if we do let
them victimize- me, we are telling these

* people to do with our brothers, sisters,
sons and daughters anything they want to
do.

I need all the legal help I can get,
because it's going to be very hard to get
the Louisiana courts to overturn my
conviction, a conviction I should not have
received at all, a conviction full of hatred
and racism. Let's not abandon a young
Black brother when he is in need. Anyone
wishing to contact me and give moral
support can do so at my address.

Gary Tyler
Death Row--C-127

Angola, LA 70712

(excerpt/BARC)
conti"butions for legal
and other expenses to:
Pree Gary Tyler Comrn.
Box 15810
New Orleans, La. 70121

contributions to help
SCEP organizing cam-
paign for Gary to:
SCEF
3210 W. Broadway
Louisville, Ky. 40211
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BARC is pleased to read and reprint the open letter from the H.W.L.Jj!.

to the W.U.O., We have also taken note of the situation concerning Gary
Tyler which they pointed out. We have notified about 20 different or-
ganizations of his situation and requested aid for Gary.
We ask all comrades to write to:

Governor Edwin V, Edwards
State Capitol Building
Baton Houge, La. 70804

to ask for a new trial for Gary,

These folks have been coordinating the national defense effort and are in
need of funds, publicity, and other assistance:

Southern Conference Education Fund
3210 W. Broadway
Louisville, Kentucky 40211

Write directly to Gary to express your support:
Gary Tyler
Death Row C-127
Angola, 'La, 7O712

In this cojainunique, the Central Command also refers to their position
on feminism v/Mch they expand on in more detail in two subsequent commu-
niques on feminism and homosexuality. These have been printed in T.U.G,
#2, We believe that the issue of women's struggle and sexual oppression
is essential to the development of revolutionary theory and practice.
Therefore we will reprint these statements in the next issue of DRAGOH,
along with our own analysis -and that of other comrades. In that regard,
we seek feedback on the N.V/.l.P. statements from all sisters and brothers
who have seen them. T/e have sent out about forty copies to various com-
rades and groups we are in touch -with. We will also reprint, analyze,
and are seeking feedback on the Weather Underground Organization's state-
ment "The Women's Question Is A Class Question", printed in Gsowatomie #4
(available from us for 500). ~SARC
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NEW WORLD LIBERATION FRONT
ON ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Until now, the New World Lib-
eration Front has been made
up of combat units undertaking
armed actions against the rul-
ing class and their stooges.
Only combat units were auth-
orized to call themselves the
NWLF,

.The Central Command now ad-
vises that this very exclusive
phase of organization has been
concluded. Any person armed
with principled theory or sin-
cerely struggling to so arm
themselves can now belong to
Jie NWLF, either individually
or part of an aboveground sup-
port unit*

Some examples of abovegrouna
support units are Intelligence
Units, Research Units and or-
ganizational units that focus

on the study of principled the-
ory as well as information re-
lays.

Intelligence units can be eith-
er underground (secure identi-
ties) or aboveground and under-
ground units are considered a
type of Training unit, preparing
for armed combat with the en-
emy. Combat units, Training
units and underground Intelli-
gence units must have the ap-
proval of the Central Command
before adopting an NWLF de-
signation but aboveground su-
pport units can operate under
the NWLF banner without prior
approval as long as their act-
ions and statements are gui-
ded by principled theory.

Any individual may consider



ihemseif a member of the New
World Liberation Front but all
comrades who have made this
decision should join like-min-
ded friends to form above-
ground support units to assist
the underground and to further
their understanding of princip-
led theory „

Ail aboveground intelligence
units, research units and study
groups should maintain close
contact with the nearest infor-
mation relay or act as their
own PIR and all PIR's should
maintain close contact with
PIR-I.

TUG will supply ail PIR's with

the text of communiques, the
most important information from
aboveground support units,
and will reprint the most im-
portant statements and findings
of the underground and its
aboveground support as well
as _all_ statements from the Cen-
tral Command. The TUG staff
reserves the right to edit all
material submitted.

The designation of "Peoples'
Forces" should not be used by-
anyone without the permission
of Central Command. This de-
signation will be given only
to combat units, training units,
and underground intelligence
units „

INTELLIGENCE UNITS
PIR-i currently recognizes the
existence of 2 intelligence
units, one aboveground and
one below.

Underg round

The underground unit previous-
ly used the unit designation of
Political Intelligence Unit,
Future Forces, New World Lib-
eration Fronts and an analysis
on the condition of comradely
dialogue in. the Sari Francisco

Bay .Area prepared by this unit
begins on page 44*

Since this was the first intelli-
gence unit recognized by the
Central Command, we have
provisionally designated them
Intelligence Unit # 1, although
they may select a different des-
ignation 0

A b o v e g round

Intelligence Unit # 2 is com-



pletely aboveground and works
closely with PIR-1. It inves-
tigates Scumlords, searches
tax and property records, seeks
feedback from the community,
and such other actions as are
directed by the Central Comm-
and. Its findings are publish-
ed in TUG and thus brought to
the attention of the rest of the
New W: -Id Liberation Front.

If you are contacted by an in-
telligence unit, it would be
wise to find out which one you
are dealing with. Unit # 2 can
only expose you; Unit # 1,
being underground and in pre-
paration for armed actions,
might initiate an action them-
selves if you don't have the

right answers or talk like a
pig.

All comrades who wish to
serve the NWLF combat units
in intelligence gathering are
encouraged to adopt "Intelli-
gence Unit" designations.

The best of statements from
intelligence units, the ones
based on class analysis and
principled theory, will be
printed in TUG, To avoid con-
fusion, the designation of
"Peoples' Forces" should be
used only by those intelli-
gence units operating under-
ground and recognized by
the Central Command. It is
our understanding that this
also applies to Training Units,

Peoples' Information Relay # 1
New World Liberation Front

423 Oak Street
San Francisco 94102

BARC believes there IB a great need for the guerrilla movement in
this country to continue the work of developing a practical and long-
sighted organizational theory appropriate to our conditions here and now.
The KWLP has been v/orking on several structural ideas; the most recent of
these is printed above, BARC is planning to print our analysis of the
SWLF's progress in this area, hopefully for issue #9 of Dragon.

We'd like to mention, however, one minor criticism in advance of a
more complete treatment. We still have reservations about allowing any
person, or group to designate themselves as NWLF — even if they are above-
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ground, non-contact units — without an okay from Central Command, or at

least from soiae already-existing unit of the Front. We think this is es-

pecially true at this beginning stage'of expansion when the theory and

practice of the NV/LF are not sufficiently clear to large numbers of people

that they can tell whether or not a unit newly designating itself as NY/I?

is, in fact, acting in basic agreement with the politics of the Front.

th
Stead THE URBAN GUERRILLA

of tAe jfyew %&ti 9?i6ebaticne voce
Jriends — the second issue of TUG is now available and invaluable to

all comrades interested in the politics of revolutionary armed struggle

generally and the F.VLF in particular, number 2 contains communiques, in-

formation, and analysis about Patricia Hearst, Zapata, New Dawn Party, El?/

NWLP structure, health care in S,P. jail, a women worker's factory oc-

cupation in Thailand, media, feminisB&homos equality, scurslords, Pig Hot-

ciiQ, the local aboveg-round/undarground dialogue, and some anas instruc-

tions.

Some of this is material we simply cannot supply comprehensively

and we strongly urge folks to check out the SUG, A single issue is 500

{it can't hurt to send some postage too). A sub is anything over six is-

sues and the cost is 350 an issue. They won't tupn dowa extra donations.

Bead TOG available from People's Information Relay #1 <PIR), New World

Liberation Pront, 423 Oak St. San Francisco, Ca. 94102
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We join with the people of
Bernal Heights to stop this
mad-dog who is loose in the
community: ROBERT HOTCHE.

To JEREMIAH TAYLOR we say:
PUT A LEASH ON THIS RABID
DOG BEFORE HE IS PUT OUT
OF HIS MISERY!

WE DEMAND THAT:
1. HOTCHE BE REMOVED

FROM THE FORCE IMMED-
IATELY.

2, THIS RABID SCUM BE
BROUGHT TO JUSTICE FOR
TERRORIZING BERNAL
HEIGHTS YOUTH.

We would like to dray/ attention
10 the new "program" Gains is
imposing on all poor, unemploy-
ed communities in San Francisco,
trying to lure community snitch
support for their police state.

If they really wanted to combat
crime, they would get on the
ruling class who create crime!

They see that the ruling class
controls most jobs, the "who,
when, where and for how much"
The ruling class has total con-
trol over our lives! We want
jobs, food, healthcare, hous-

COMMUNIQUE

ing, education, and no crime.
There is enough for everyone,
but if our wealth is not shared
by all and hoarded by a greedy
few, then we have a human
right to fight for and build an
order that will serve and bene-
fit us all.

In memory of Luis Martinez,
Tyrone Guy ton, Danny Trevino
and comrade Jonathan Jackson.

i Hasta la Victoria I

Central Command of the
Peoples' Forces

New World Liberation Front
March 3 1976

On March 3, the Peoples* For-
ces demanded the removal of
Robert Hotche under penalty of
death from the community of
Bernal Heights for terrorizing
the people. This mad-dog cop
was transferred the same day
the communique (reprinted in
T UG ** 2 ) was posted through-
out Bernal Heights and released
to the media.

PIK-2
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Remove

I
According to tenants, N. Arden
Danekas is responding to the
people's just demand for dec-
ent, fire-safe housing. His
name is now removed from the
scumlord list. Oanekas him-
self was informed of this by
the Central Command.
He was told tc keep all the
receipts for what it cost to
bring his building up to fire
and safety codes, The power
of the people united will force
PG&E to yield and pay for 50%
Of all these bills i
In a few weeks, we will re-
lease the names of ex-scum-
lords (who were on the first
list) and who are now moving
to correct the foul conditions
they have forced their tenants
to live in.
TO ALL SCUMLORDS WHO
WANT TO GET THEIR NAMES
OFF THE SCUMLORD LIST,
WE SAY: Follow the example
of N. Arden Danekasi If they
fail to follow his example, we
will make examples of them
for people to follow 1

We call on all tenants to add
pressure to these scumlords
by not going for being robbed
for rent money for de humaniz-
ing, death-trap housing.

Freeze on the rentl It will
take a united effort, using
many tactics. We'll see how
fast these scumlords and
PG&E move toward making safe
and decent housing a human
right.

The power of the people united
can and will correct all de-
humaniilng conditions, but
they must move unitedl

WE ISSUE THIS WARNING TO
PG&E AND ALL SCUMLORDS
STILL ON THE LIST; We will
not live in these dehumanizing
conditions and we will not burn
alive I We will drive you to
your graves unless you move,
NOWl We will fight back i
All poor people have a human
right to unite and smash these
nightmare chains that enslave
us and enslaved our ancestors»
Freedom is never given, it is
struggled and fought for!

a-aq-74
Central Command of the

Peoples' Forces
New World Liberation Front



She Lucio Cabanas Unit of the Hew World Liberation Front planted a

"bomb on the grounds of the Hearst family estate at Wyntoon, CA. on March
11, 1976, Wyntoon, one of several Hearst homes, is almost tvn.ce the size
of the city of San Francisco. The bomb did not explode properly because
low temperatures altered the -water-gel charge and caused the blasting cap
to explode, la a ejoimmanique the Cabanas iin.it demanded that the Hearsts

donate $250,000 to the defense fund of Emily and. Bill Harris. -8 ARC

The sensationalist FBI lie a-
bout a planned Ford-Reagan
assassination is a deliberate
attempt to draw attention from
the Hearst-Ford conspiracy.
"Why did Bates hold a press
conference carried by all three
networks (NBC & CBS controlled
by Rockefeller, ABC by the
Mellons) without any evidence?
The FBI has one lying snitch,
.\dornetto, to verify their story
and even they say they don't
believe him half the time.
This snitch is supposed to be
in a federal hospital for "psy-
chiatric evaluation" but if this
'.s not another FBI lie, he is
there for protection. More
likely he's sitting in his office
down the hall from Bates!
There will .geyer be any proof
of the Ford-Reagan assassina-
tion plan because there iŝ  no

QN FBI PLOTS
~excerpts

proof! It is a lie and- an at-
tempted cover-up.
Many people are4 wondering why
the pigs backed off their story
about Cuban involvement in the
Ford/Reagan assassination plot.

There are 3 strong reasons why
we would have expected this
story to be blown-up and sen-
sationalized:
1, The government and the
ruling class are hot at Fidel/
Cuba because of Angolan in-
volvement. Cuba is a thorn in
their side because U.S. invest-
ments in Angola are huge and
Angola has very great untapped
potential wealth.

2. They would like to make
the Kennedy assassination look
like a Cuban plot in order to
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cover-up the CIA's butchering
act. The story of Cuban invol-
vement in a Ford/Reagan ass-
assination plot would add valid-
ity to their lying scheme.

3. It is to the advantage of
the government/ruling class to
try to turn Americans against
people lighting for a just life
and a new order, "Cuban in-
volvement in Terrorist Plot"
would be used to attempt to
ju;.;?lfy r,;ore repressive rnea-

suspicions. In light of new
information, we are certain
this was a pig set-up. We are
well aware why the pigs used
the "Chicano" image to try to
trap us 3

They backed off sensational-
izing this lie because it can be
proven that the Cuban ("Gomez")
was not a pro-Castro Cuban,
but rather an anti-Castro Cuban,
working for the deranged dogs
of "American Intelligence" along
with "Chepito" (Adornetto),

Central Command of the
Peoples' Forces

New World Liberation Front

SHASTA LA VICTORIA!
The pigs led and' organized New
Dawn arid the Zapata Unit, We
were reasonably sure that it . as
a set-up from the beginning ana
we JISYJE. sent one .communique
to New Dawn because of our
l̂jlgjiSŜ!!©!!̂©!)®!̂!!©!!®!!®!!®!!*!©!*"̂*!®"̂

1'here is one bit or confusion that we would like Central Command to
clarify. It appears to us that there is some discepancy between the
statement that the Zapata Unit was a set-up and your listing and sending
expressions of revolutionary solidarity to them in several communiques.
We think that some analysis (and self-criticism if appropriate) on the
subject would be helpful if such can be done with due consideration
for good security.

BARC

We stated in ERAGON #7 on
page 38 that Darid Miller was "bustev,
in a house where some explosive mater-
ials were found. In fact, we do not
know that to be the case and should

' not ha-̂ e said. so. -BARC
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RED GUERRILLA FAMILY

Hed Guerrilla Family has been active in the Bay Area for over a.
year. Ihey have engaged in the following actions and. have issued a com-,

after each:

3/28/75: bombing of the Berkeley, CA. office of the FBI.
4/4/75: bombing of the San Francisco office of Standard Oil of CA.
7/21/75 j bombing of the San Francisco offices of the Bureau of Alco-

hol, Tobacco and Firearms,
7/29/75: communique issued, in response to questions about the noti-

fication of workers in the AI? bombing.
1/14/76: bombing of the San Francisco Iranian Consulate.
3/6/76: bombing of Hewlett-Packard lab in Palo Alto.
4/13/76: bombing of Union Carbide office

In San Francisco

We have c.ome to expect powerful, clean actions from the RG? with well-
written and appropriate communiques. We are pleased that- they have begun
laying out more of the theoretical basis of their politics. Iheir descrip-
tion of themselves as "allies" rather than leaders or followers is an. in-
teresting one whose implications we v/ould like to see more fully explored.

-BARC
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BGf BOMBS HEWLETT-PACKARD
The R3D GUERRILLA FAMILY is re-

sponsible for the attack on tjie Hew-
lett-Packard laboratory on Deer Creek
Road in Palo Alto.

Hewlett-Packard is a multi-
national .corporation that owns sub-
sidiaries in South Africa, Spain,
Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Eal-
aysia and many other countries. It
manufactures sophisticated electronic
and technological equipment, much of
it for the military, and it makes a
lot of components for use in other
companies' military contracts. Hew-
lett-Packard is a major developer of
"smart" weapons. For instance, it man-
ufactures the "smart scope", used in
the deadly heat-seeking, remote-con-
trol and preprogrammed bombs that
were dropped in Vietnam.

The company boomed during the
Vietnam war. In 1969 David Packard .
was appointed Deputy Secretary of
Defense by Hixon, at a time of in-
creasing military reliance on elect-
ronic warfare in Vietnam. Hewlett--
Packard has nearly tripled in assets
since 1969. While he was Deputy Sec-
retary of Defense, Packard was in
charge of the AM program. He was
also a major supporter of the huge
1970 government loan to Lockheed. This
loan enabled Lockheed to proceed with
its international, multi-million dol-
lar bribe campaign.

Hewlett-Packard is based in Palo
Alto. It is an..important part of, the. ,

Stanford Industrial park, a major re-
rsarch and development center for high
technology military industry. Tha
Stanford Industrial Park was .built up
around Stanford University to serve
the post-World War II military-indust-
rial complex, and to draw this type
of industry to the San Francisco Pen-
insula and Bay Area.

William Hewlett, and David Packard
each own about 700 million dollars

worth of Hewlett-Packard stock, giving
the two of them firm control of the
company. Ihey are strongly linked to
the Rockefeller family financial
group. William Hewlett is a directer
of the Rockefeller Chase-Manhattan
Bank, and David Packard is a former
member of the Bank's Advisory Com-
mittee. Hewlett is also a directer of
the enormous BSC Corporation, and of
Chrysler, Watkins-Johnson and Utah
International. He is a trustee of the
San Francisco Bay Area Council. Pack-
ard is a director of Standard Oil of
California, Caterpillar Tractors and
TWA. He has also been a directer of
Pacific Gas and Electric, Crocker
Bank, US Steel, General Dynamics,
Varian Associates and the Stanford
Hesearch Institute. Packard lives in
Los Altos Hills, and Hewlett, lives in
Palo Alto.

War industry is an essential ele-
ment in maintaining economic "stab-
ility" and •"growth4' under eapitali3.su-
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solve their economic problems. Ihe US
in particular will have to resort to
war to try to regain control of the
2hird World, resources it has lost.

Ihe people will not accept any
aore imperialist war, for Vietnam and
•the economic crisis taught us that it
is always poor and working people who

pay for capitalist war, while ruling
class pigs like Packard and Hewlett
profit from it. We must turn the hard
times around, and deal with it by
building a class conscious, anti~
imperialist and revolutionary move-
ment.

1'he BSD GUERRILLA FAMILY sends
special greetings to all our comrades
who have united and organized to stop
US intervention in Angola, to all
people struggling to create revolu-
tionary organization, and to all.
revolutionary fighters,

-BED GUERRILLA FAMILY

But the most recent military adven-
tures of US imperialism - Vietnam and
Angola - have resulted in serious de-
feats. Since the US ruling class haan'
got a manageable v?ar right now to pour
industrial production into, it is
forcing poor and working people to
endure high unemployment and infla-
tion.

Some industries are keeping busy
manufacturing weapons for export and
for US stockpiles. For instance,
Chrysler and General Motors are now
manufacturing a new fast tank for ex-
port. But in the long run capitalist
countries resort to war to try to
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RGF STATEMENT OF GOALS
WHA3! WE AHS LIGHTING ?OH

H. An unconditional end to all forms of racism.
Self-determination for every nation, culture and people.

2. An immediate end to all forms of imperialism, especially U.S. imper-
ialism. Independence for a free and socialist Puerto Rico. Honoring
of all treaties with Hative Americans.

3. An end to the fascist prison and police system that tortures, cages
and Vf?.?-g poor and working people. Justice for all. Kreedom 'for all,
political prisoners.

4. All power to poor and working people.

5. Collective ownership of all resources and means of production.

6. Adequate and nutritious food for evjery woman, man and child.

7. Safe, clean housing for everyone. Ho more landlords,

8. Decent medical care, both preventive and curative, for everyone.

9. Jobs for everybody doing useful worlc under safe conditions.

10. The right of women to participate fully and equally in all parts
of society.

11. Respect for the aged. Humane social and medical care designed by
and for older people.

All of these things are possible. We are going to fight for them,
and we will win,

The earth and' the people on it are capable of providing the neces-
sities, of life to every woman, man and child alive today, Tet millions are



hungry, cold, homeless or sick,. Millions more struggle day by day to sur~
•v&vs, Whole nations of people are desperately poor.

At the same time, an incredibly wealthy few live like kings end
queens. $his class claims to own the land, the,sea, the air and the labor
of adlliona of people. So maintain their power, they pervert the process
of work and production so that it denies peoples' needs instead of meeting
them. Capitalism Mils and maims people on a massive scale for the power-
ed profit of the ruling class. It is the capitalist ruling class that is
the primary obstacle to a world free from poverty.

We are communists, We are fighting for a classless world in which all
people share equally in the a'teradaat resources of this planet. Ihis is not
an idealist's dream, but a material necessity,, An essential step toward
this new world is to overthrow the capitalist .state, to put the working
class and aJJL oppressed people in power, end to build socialism.,

We are internationalists. We are fighting for the liberation of
every race and nation* Shere is no other way to insure our freedom, fhe
oppressed and working classes of every continent aad. island are our allies,
aad so are the revolutionary socialist countries of the world. We rejact
the idea that either the Soviet 'Onion or China is the strategic enemy of
the people of the world. She enemies of all exploited people are capitalism
and imperialism, /jay people fighting far liberation and socialism have the
right to acoept the aid of any other people.

Revolution is a fight by the people for power. Revolutionary war will
bs complicated and long. It is & mass struggle, "ooih aimed end unarmed,
peaceful and violent, legal and clandestine, political, economic, and
cultural, where all forms are developed in harmony with the armed sti'aggle.

Without mass straggle there can t>& no revolution. Without armed
»

struggle there can oe no victory.
We have chosen to join the armed struggle now, because there is no

reason to wait. Armed struggle is not a substitute for mass struggle, but
a necessary part of it. We do not claim to be leaders or followers, but
simply the allies of all people and organizations who want freedom and
socialism. Together, we will win.

LIFE MD IREEDOM TO THE PEOPLE!

-BSD GUERRILLA
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On lues day, April 13, 1976, a powerful boab exploded *-<t the offices

of Union, Carbide in the Mutual Benefit, iifa Building In San Francisco.
Although a warning call .was made to the San jfraaeiseo Chronicle 40 minutes
before tLe blast, the building was no» ©Taauated because tiie S,P..P,13.
evacuated the wrong building - rushing to evacuate one janitor from the
Crocker Bank building nerst door to Unicr; Carbide. Despite the
of ths-oops, the explosion ceuscd no injuries. Ihe Esd. Guerrilla
claimed tha attacl: ca. Union Carbide and issued a coaasuni<iue e
UaJ.o,u Carbide'o Maiory of l!aurci©roi'..? exploitation of working people in
tiis U.S., Puerto jjico and. throughout ths world.," Union Carbide, nanufac-
tursrs of Ivaready batteries, Prsstone aati-freeze and Glad plastic wraps
and tags, has heavy mining and manufacturing interests in Sim'jabws (rac-
ist-ruled Hhodssia), South Afriea. Puerto Bico and the U.S., and is a
leading manufacturer of chemicals end high-technology raw isater'lals.

We were not able to print the RGP'a communique in this issue of Dra~
goaf but we will gladly provide copies of the complete aommuniq.ue to any-
one who requests them.
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5?he following articles are exerpted from Message to the Black Icove-

mant, A Political Statement from the Black Underground, by the Black

Liberation Army. The complete pamphlet is available through Black

Community News Service, 2026 7th Ave., N.Y..N.Y. 10027. Cost is 50*i per

copy plus postage.

AN OVERVIEW

We will start with the basic fact that Capitalism and Imperialism as an economical system is in a
deep crisis at home and abroad. The basis of this crisis is, of course, the exploitive relationships that
capita! must maintain in order to function. It is these economic, social and political relationships that
signal the eventual doom of our oppressors and this system of oppression under which we all live.

This crisis of Capitalism is of a protracted nature, by this we mean it is a long process of deterioration
that is spread over a considerable length of time. The seeming material wealth which we see all around us in
no way contradict this fact of decay, deterioration or the fact of crisis. In fact, overproduction and uneven
distribution have led time and time again to a bloated market; cutbacks in employment, and ait the attendant
ills of an economy based on private ownership of socially produced commodities. Inflation, soaring prices,
snd inadequate wages are all symptoms of an economy that is based primarily on class exploitation at home
and national domination of the Third World's resources abroad.

The heightening of oppressed peoples struggles abroad have added to the crisis of the entire
western world, and threaten to cut drastically its essential resources. We realize that the chief economical -
and military power in the western world and its ruling class, namely the United States of North America
and its corporate-financial ruling circles, will never allow the demise of its empire without a desperate
Fight. We, as blacks in North America must realize, that to seek inclusion into the prevailing socio-economic
system is suicide in the iong run, for the prevailing system cannot withstand the irresistable world trend of
history which is opposed to continued U.S. exploitation, racist domination and subjugation. To fool our-
selves into believing that "equal opportunity", "justice", and social equality is the same as the capitalist
system is a grave mistake with genocidal implications for every person of color. Our first obligation is to
ourselves, this means our first obligation is to secure our total liberation from those forces that maintain
our oppressive condition. Related to this self-obligation (not distinct from it) is our obligation to all
oppressed peoples throughout the world, for in striving to liberate ourselves we must abolish a system that
enslaves others throughout the world. This, in essence, is our historical duty, we can either carry it out or
betray it. but we most certainly will be judged accordingly by the world's peoples.

The B.L.A. as a result of realizing the economical nature of the system under which we are forced
to live maintains the following principles:

I. That we are anti-capitalist, anti-imperiaiist, anti-racist and anti-sexist.

?,. That we must of necessity strive for the abolishment of these systems and for the
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institution of Socialistic relationships in which Black people have total and absolute
control over their own destiny as a people.

That in order to abolish our system of oppression we must utilize the science of
class struggle, develop this science as it relates to our unique national condition.

WHY BUILD THE ARMED FRONT

We have chosen to build the armed front, the ubran guerilla front, not as an alternative to organizing
masses of Black people, but because the liberation movement as a whole must prepare armed formations at
each stage in its struggle. A failure to build these armed formations can be fatal to both the struggle and filar;
people.

Our ultimate or strategic goal at this point in creating the apparatus of revolutionary violence is to
"weaker, the enemy Ccpitalist state, creating at the same time objective-subjective conditions that are ripe for u
formation of a National Black Liberation Front composed of many progressive, revolutionary, and nationally
groupings, and in this same process create the nucleus of the armed clandestine organs which such a front wou
need in order to carry out its political tasks. These are the broad reasons for our devotion to armed struggle.
The fact that no such national united front exists now, in no way precludes the fact that the creation of ens
will become necessary in the future (as the contradictions of capitalist society increase repression, racism and
social deterioration). We are of the opinion that subjective conditions are not ripe for such unity.

Because of objective conditions, namely, enemy activity and the relative iow degree of unity within &
black struggle, we have decided to build the apparatus separate and distinct (organizationally) from all other
mass type groups. This is a tactical necessity, but this tactical necessity does not contradict oar strategic cad
fcr all groups in the Black Liberation movement to form a national united front, with the principle of araie-J
action as one of many "legitimate" forms of political policy.

At present the contradictions that any B.L.A. activities may cause are not to be avoided. Every
progressive should welcome the exposure and development of contradictions, for it is throrgh the deveiopmt.
of contradictions that we will all move forward. Every brother, every sister on the side of liberation should
and must support the struggle on ail fronts, and clarify to our people the acts .of revolutionary violence
committed against our common oppressors and class enemies of all colors. This means that revolutionary
violence must be supported by those in the movement on all levels. While such support will be difficult at
first, objective conditions and time will remove much of this difficulty which is primarily ideological
myopia to begin with. We know from experience that because of the class nature of our struggle and its
racist aspect, many of our actions may very well be tactical actions or a purely military-psychological nature,
and because of this clear political support may seem quite difficult. Nonetheless we intend to clarify all acts
of revolutionary violence and accept responsibility for these acts. The important factor, however, is that ths
progressive movement, the liberation movement, and comrades on all levels of struggle understand that fa;3u*
to support the armed urban guerilla front (materially, politically) is a failure to support the mass front, is a
failure to support the "legal" thrusts of our struggle in "civil rights", and in the final analysis, an abdication
of responsibility. Cowardice can be understood, but not opportunism and an abdication of commitment to

1 «ur total liberation.

_
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"Those who call us terrorists wish to prevent world public opinion from
discovering the truth about us and from seeing the justice on our faces.
They seek to hide the terrorism and tyranny of their acts, and our own

posture of self-defense,"
Yasser Arafat

Communique

From Four

Political Fugitives™

"let me tell you about the very rich. They are different from you and me.
fhey posess and enjoy early, and it does something to them, makes them
soft where we are hard, and cynical where we are trustful, in a way that,
unless you were born rich, it is difficult to understand. They think,
Seep in their hearts, that they are better than we are because we had -to
discover the cuoiap'ensations and refuges of life for ourselves. Even when
they enter deep into our world or sink below us, they still think that
they are better than we are, They are different.

~ P. Scott Fitzgerald

We are the four people Patricia Hearst
claims are out to kill her. This i0
an. outrage and a calculated political
insult. We are not gun-toting mili-
tarists who are motivated by carrying
out personal vendettas. We are seri-
ous political people with much impor-
tant work confronting us as we try to
help build, the revolutionary movement
in -this country.

We are greatly saddened and angered
that our one-time sister, .Patricia
Hearst, has not shown the political

integrity nor personal strength to
stand up to the reactionary forces of
her family and the U.S. government.
Still, it is not our individual wrath
she has to fear. The most frightful
task she has to face is living with
herself for the rest of her life
knowing she has violated every prin-
ciple in which she believed and be-
trayed every person who she once held
dear.

We never knew this woman who now
calls herself "Patricia Hearst." The



woman we knew went by the code name
Tsarl" and was a dear friend- and
political comrade. 'iYe never suet her
before May 17th, 1974 (the date of
the SLA massacre) but whenever she
spoke of the 6 slaughtered Symbionese
liberation Army members, it was al-
ways with love, respect and pride.
fhe idea that any of them ever tor-
txired or sexually assaulted her is
completely absurd. While with such a
limited amount of revolutionary prac-
tice, Patricia could never have be-
come the great leader the media mads

her out to be, she fully comprehended
and supported the need for poor and
working people to overthrow the U.S.
ruling class. She worked diligently
to improve her understanding of revo-
lutionary theory, she made every ef-
fort to better herself personally so
she could develop into a strong,
self-reliant woman. She did- these
things because she believed it was
absolutely the best way she could
live her life. She was never forced
or coerced to remain an underground
revolutionary.

TEE POLITICS OP SHE THIAI OF FATBICIA HEARST

fhe trial.of oae ruling class woman
has been made into a huge media forum
for counter-revolutionary propaganda.
It represents a multi-faeited reac-
tionary offensive by the combined.
political forces of the U.S. govern-
ment and. the Hearst Empire i

It is an attack on revolutionary
(feminism. By repeatedly alluding to
the notion that it was some form of
jwfeminist" consciousness which enabl-

Patricia Hearst to reject her be-
liefs and actions while an S1A member,
?. £ee Bailey and company are imply-

that collaboration with the gov-
jrnment is some basic component of
{feminist ideology. Feminists through—
at the country have rejected co~op-
ration with the government in the
|trongest of terais. Many have gone

jail rather than give up the amal-
-fc tidbit of information about

their sisters and brothers.

- It is an attack on people who help
political fugitives. By encouraging
Patricia to finger everyone she en-
countered while underground̂  ĥe
Hearst defense team is helping the
government set up many people for
long prison terms on a variety of
trumped up charges. A prime example
is Steve Soliah who faces possible
life imprisonment for a bank robbery
he never committed. The message of
Stave's case is clear — anyone who
dares to assist people sought: by the
feds for political crimes, may them-
selves face many long years in some
barred hellhole.

- It is an attack on all of us who
dare to resist the tyranny of the
people that rule this country,, Bvery
felse account of sexual abuse, ̂ rerj
fabricated tale of physical assaui•



which Patricia Hearst utters is an
attempt to slandar not just the SLA
and their associates, but all revolu-
tionaries in the U.S. !Che people
running this judicial media circus
want all of us to look perverted and
foolish. No one should believe that
because they have differences of rev-
olutionary ideology with the SLA,
that their-ideas of revolution are
being legitimized by the events of
Uhe Patricia Hearst trial. No matter
how little credibility Patricia
Hearst may have, the amount of cover-
age her bizarre lies have been given
had a subtle effect of undermining
the validity of all revolutionaries
in many people's eyes. We are pres-
ently being freely tossed about as
part of this media spectacle -~ one
of us is seen at San'Simeon right be-
fore a bomb goes off, another of us
is indicted for attempting to blow up

a.police car (the indictment coinei-
dentally coming only a few days be-
fore her brother's trial starts). We
are tired of this publicity game.
But we are not demoralized. We are

not ashamed. We are proud to be a-

mong those fighting against the U.S.
empire. We are proud t.o have uncom-
promisingly supported people who have
taken up arms against the enemy. We
will continue the struggle no matter
what the personal consequence may be.

"Let the jackals bray while they still may for the winds of time are fash-
ioning a sound and a song that must finally and inexorably drown out their
ugly voices I"

Ethel Rosenberg
A LUTA COH2IBUA

"CENCEHEKOS

(signed) Kathleen Ann Soliah
Josephine Soliah
Bonnie J. Wilder
Jim Kilgore

We send special greetings of lova, friendship and political, solidarity to
Bill and. Emily Harris, Steve Soliah, Wendy Yoshiiaura and all. our friends
and family who have be harrassed, imprisoned or driven underground as a
result of the PBI dragnet in this case.

.AIL POLITICAL PHI30EEHSJI
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BARC ?/as especially pleased to see the preceeding
statement, indicating the safety of the signers. We
realize the degree to which they have jeopardized
themselves by making this statement and appreciate
their courage and political integrity in speaking up
rather than remaining silent. We expect that the
government v/ill try to use this statement as an
excuse for further harrassment of these comrades and
their friends, past and present. We further expect
that the government and the media v/ill use stories
invented by Patty Hearst and/or the FBI in attempting
to set up these sisters and brother for acts they
played no part in,
we send these comrades our love and would like to ask
all our readers to extend them your complete support.

• -BARC J

MM AND ALLEN CIIIKIEI
Iwo black prisoners, Eugene Allen

age 23 and Ernest Graham, 25, were
sentenced to death on Apml 1 , 2hey
were convicted by'an all white jury
for an alleged assault on a guard at
fracy prison in 1973. The prosecu-
tion claimed that Graham and Allen
stabbed a guard in J wing at Tracy
and brought in five eyewitnesses to
back up their story. These witnesses
consisted of 3 people who were pri~
soners at the time, Marinez, Pisk,
andi Stiles. Pisk and Stiles were re-
leased on parole after testifying
Iagainst Graham and Allen during their
Ifirst trial, which resulted in a hung
[Jury. Pisk testified (in the first
Itrial) that he didn't like the fact
(that his parole was revoked and would

do anything to get out. Stiles made
a statement that " all. blacks look
alike and they've looked alike to me
all my life." Martinez who is still
in custody, lias had continuous hallu-
cinations and was taking heavy antl-
psychotic drugs at the time of the
assault, in J wing up to the present
time.

She other two witnesses were
Cruze, a guard and Whitley, a coun-
selor. All five witnesses had many
discrepancies between their original
depositions made at the Grand Jury,
the first trial and the second trial,
It was obvious that Cruze was not
even in J wing when the assault occu-
red. Barrens, a prisoner, overheard
a conversation between Cruze and ano-
ther guard where Cruze said, "all I

>. V)



.••-•;< was blood dripping down the tier,
:ut I know those two niggers did it."
ILitley also claims to have seen the
incident. But Gilmore, who was a
prisoner in J wing at the time, saw
ĥitley come out of his office after
the guard was taken away on a stret-
cher asking other officers, "what
happened?. "

She trial was conducted in a
glassed-in bulletproof courtroom and
tbare were heavy security precau-
tions taken in an attempt to intimi-
date folks from coming to the trial,
talde from I.D. and photographing,
Tsetal detectors and pat searches-
women spectators were required to
rcadergo strip searches "before being
allowed to enter the courtroom.

Graham and Allen have been trans-
fered to death row at San Quentin,
raising the total population there to
»3. Ihey now begin the long road
•towards appealing their unjust con-
Tiction and overturning their sen-,
•sence. Attorney Anthony Amsterdam,
who argued against the death penalty
this week before the U.S. Supreme '
Court5 may represent Graham and Allen
on their appeal. Among other argu-
ments Amsterdam pointed out to the
high court was that a vastly dispro-
portionate number of non-whites are
presently on death rows throughout
America. A key question is whether
the death penalty was in effect when,
the guard was assaulted and killed at

Sracy prison 2i yeans ago. According
to the defense the death penalty was
not reinstated in California until
January 1, 1974; _ - some six. weeks
after the guard was attacked.

In an interview with radio sta-
tion KPPA after their conviction Er-
nest Graham said:

it was obvious that the inmates
that testified against us, I like
to refer to them as rats and ene-
mies of the people, the true peo-
ples, the righteous peoples, it
was very obvious that they were
rewarded for testifying against
myself and Eugene Allen. The
department of corrections did
everything that was possible to
do in order to get myself and
Eugene Allen convicted of these
charges. After reviewing all
that I have been through and all.
the pain that I have suffered
during my days in an institution
I am really proud of what I have
done and I am proud that I am a
man struggling for the liberation
of men, women anC children of
every race and we strongly feel
that we will always continue and
we will be back to try once again
"to prove in an American courtroom
that we are innocent of all our
charges,

Eugene Allen Ernest Graham
B-45816 B-32320

laoal, Ca. £4364
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AT c.i:
For the third time in the last few

years the administration at the Cali-
fornia Institution for ¥/omen (CIV.) has
attempted to open a behavior modifica-
tion adjustment center. The "Alterna-
tive Program Unit" (APU) or "Manage-
ment Unit" is a 24-hour a day lock-up
unit designed to segregate women who
do not conform to prison authorities'
definition of a proper prisoner or a
well-behaved v/oinan. The women at CIV/
lave united in opposition to the Unit;
;hey have exposed it as a method of
dividing and punishing them under the
guise of therapy.

On March 19, 1000 women and men
same to a rally at the state capitol
building in Sacramento to demand the
closure of the newest behavior modi-
fication unit at CIW. Many women at-
tended public hearings in the morning
beld by the Department of Corrections
and marched to Governor Brown's office
after the rally to prevent petitions
calling for an end to the APU. (we
rere told that Brown couldn't meet
irith us because he was too busy running
for president.)

Women who v?ere recently released
from CIV/ described conditions there,
talked about the successful closing
town of the previous behavior modifi-
cation unit in 1973 and about the De-
cember *15 uprising in which women set
imall fires, broke windows, and burned
;he warden's office in protest against

revoking the prisoner1s rights to meet
with their families at Christmas time,

CIV/ holds about 700 women. There
are another 200 women at the California
Rehabilitation Center (CRC). Thousands
more women are locked up in prisons
and jails in the state of California,
The "caiapus" of CIV/ sits in the desart
southeast of Los Angeles at .Erontera.
Although (Third World people comprise
about 25$ of the population of Califor-
nia, they constitute well over \Q% of
CIY/«s population. Each day ov.er 200
women slave at jobs paying 4 to 16
cents a day doing clerical work and
making uniforms to supply the men's
prisons. The rest of the prisoners
work without pay afstate assignment
jobs" that maintain the prison.

Bad conditions are typical of
prisons in the U.S. and CIW is no ex-
ception. Medical care is inadequate.
Recently a women died as a result of
the prison's failure to treat an at-
tack of epilepsy. Although women are
not treated when they are sick, cos-
metic surgery and hysterectomies (an
operation which involves the removal
of the uterus ) have been inflicted on
prisoners. Hysterectomies have been
performed, at six times the "average"
rate in the general population, a rate
which is already excessive.

In December, fed up with deplora-
ble conditions and outraged at the ar-
bitrary denial of visiting (tlvs adrai;.:•..-
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Sration said they "heard." that some

«.}inen were planning an escape ) the
women at CIW spontaneously activated
the uprising. As soon as the action
•"if the prisoners began shattering the
windows and the order of the prison,
the police moved in. Tear gas was
dropped from heliocopters and thrown
from the ground. Reinforcements were
called in from near-by penitentiaries
CIM(Chino Institute for Men), and from.

a hot meal. The women recognized this
as a divisive tactic and within a few
days, almost everyone refused to leave
their cells unless everyone was allowe
to. Prison officials retaliated by
not bringing any food to these women.
After five days, everyone was ordered
out of their cells and every piece of
their personal property was confiscat
and brought to the dump,

After a week of the lockdown,
GRC (California Rehabilitation Center: everybody was shifted around in order
the drug prison.). The local (San Ber-to create what was called a Managemen
aadino) police, and the Highway Patrol, Control Unit. This is an innovation
were also called in. which the Administration first tried

The entire prison was locked down to introduce in 1973, and its rapid
within hours. Each woman was confined introduction at this time, lead one t
to her individual cell. She was not suppose that the prisoner's rebellion
allowed to leave it for anything. Bag was used, as an excuse for the activa-
lunches were brought in twice a day. tion of an operation that had been

planned for some time. Fifty women
from the main compound, who were
said to be suspected of having a pat-
tern of disruptive behavior, that is,
the most rebellious women, were moved
into the Management Control Unit.

When Management Control Unit was
". 'set up at CIV/, the women knew what wai

The women were not allowed to exercise, beinS laid down on them« A
to eat meals together, to take showers, of the women at CIW siSned a
bo go to classes, to have visitors, to s&yin̂  that they do not want the Con-
make phone calss, or to carry, on any tro1 Unit to exist' In sPite of the
of the limited movements and communi- illegality involved, over 500 women
cations which are possible under "nor- siened the petition.
,;al" prison conditions. A history of resistance has been

After four days, the administra- developing at CIW over.the last few
;Lon tried to break any solidarity es- years. The success of the 1973 protest
•••ablished among the women by allowing afiains'fc *ke Intensive Programming Unit
,02:9 of them out of their cells to eat laid the groundwork for the militancy
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of the December uprising. And a food
protest in October of this same year
(1975), was also instrumental in deve-
loping among the women at CIW a sense
of their collective power.

She fact that that happened in
October and the family picnic protest
happened a little over a month later,
has to do with the strength the women
felt together.

Their unity is generating strength
Each time the women have gotten toge-
ther to resist, there has been a higher
level of organization and unity.

Women are vigilant now, and check-
ing things out. They are prepared to
move in their own defense. The Admi-
nistration is dropping its liberal fa~
cade and becoming aggressively re-
pressive.

These are times of economic de-
pression and rising unemployment. In
these times, the shortages and higher
prices on the outside affect the life
and diet on the inside of institutions
like CIW. And, in general, the prisor
population increases in times such as
these , for rising unemployment puts
larger and larger sections of the out™
side population in the position of ha-
ving to survive by criminal means,

People who want to work around
supporting women at CIVV and in par-
ticular devote energy to closing down
the APU can contact:

Women's Prison Coalition
558 Capp St.
San Jrancisco,CA, 94110

VSC BARC
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